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Getting Good Data

Analysis is:
Garbage in →Garbage Out



  

Getting Good Data

=

●Find a research question that's worth asking.
●Design an experiment that has a chance of answering it.

● Let the subjects answer the question.
● Understand your tools.
● Get enough data and a little more.

●Run a pilot experiment: tune your procedures.
●Collect the data.

●Keep a lab notebook (or equivalent)!



  

Let the subjects answer the question.

Research is all about doing interesting things and explaining 
them so that other people can do them too.  Research results 
cannot depend on you, because you won't be there when 
someone else tries to do it.



  

Let the subjects answer the question.

Subjects are only too willing to produce the answers you want.
(But if they do, your results are meaningless.)

Clever Hans
(c1904)
Stanley Milgram
(1963)



  

Let the subjects answer the question.

* Never tell subjects what you expect (until afterwards)
* If practical, design the experiment so it isn't obvious what is 
being tested.
* Giving subjects the wrong idea is not always helpful: they 
may act on it and introduce biasses.  (Also raises ethical issues.)



  

Let the subjects answer the question.

You are the easiest person for you to fool.

Physical sciences:
N-rays
Polywater
Cold Fusion

Common thread: proponents never seriously test their techniques.
Proponents try to prove their techniques correct, rather than 
trying to understand their limitations.



  

Let the subjects answer the question.

You are the easiest person for you to fool.

What we have learned:

* Use double-blind experiments (if possible)

* Don't allow yourself unnecessary opportunities to affect the 
results.

* Minimize changes after you've looked at the data.

* Results only count if someone can follow your recipe and get 
the same answers.

* Any theorist who isn't worried by adverse experimental results 
is a fraud.



  

Understand your tools.



  

Getting Good Data
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●Find a research question that's worth asking.
●Design an experiment that has a chance of answering it.
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●Run a pilot experiment: tune your procedures.
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Pilot Experiment

Why?
* You can make changes in the midst of a pilot experiment.
* You might think of a better procedure.
* You'll learn what all those buttons and knobs do.

Things you might find out:

The experiment takes too long.

Subjects cannot actually say the necessary sentences.

A survey question was vague or misinterpreted.

The corpus you wanted to use has HTML tags in it.

Word frequencies you get from Google are strange.



  

Pilot Experiment

Find out if you need to do data selection.

If so, establish rules for accepting/rejecting data.

If
* The rules aren't clear and easy to apply, or
* You cannot explain the rules to a colleague and

expect to get the same results, or
* You end up rejecting a lot of data,

then
Improve the rules or re-design the experiment.



  

Getting Good Data
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Collect the data
* This can require ingenuity when things break
* If things change, ask:

* “Is there any plausible way this could affect the results?”
* “How will I describe the change in the published paper?”

* If there is, you may need to start again from scratch



  

Keep a Lab notebook (or equivalent)

Communicate with your future self.
* Papers can take a while.

Reviewers can ask for details.

One less opportunity to fool yourself by conveniently 
misremembering.



  

Keep a Lab notebook (or equivalent)
What's the equivalent?

Everything is done by writing scripts (little programs).
Scripts are stored in Bazaar version control system.
Scripts have at least a little documentation inside.
Scripts should say where their data comes from and where it goes.

Data files have headers that describe where they came from.
(Intermediate results, too!)

Most scripts, when run, add a line to a LOG file.

The goal: *know out where each result came from,
*be able to understand it a year later,
* be able to fix a mistake and re-compute easily.



  

Conclusion:

You can design an experiment that takes reliable data.

We know how to do it.

Sometimes, it is too expensive/hard, though.   In that 
case, do what you can and recognize that your results 
may be due (at least partially) to luck.

Lots of linguistics is built on insufficient / slightly 
dubious data.   Don't be surprised if a few things turn out 
to be wrong.
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